Finally! It’s Here!

The Complete Catholic Children’s
Bible Created Just for Them!

Jesus said,
“Let the children
come to me and
do not stop them,
because the Kingdom
of heaven belongs to
such as these.”
-Matthew 19:14

Join Our Community!
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Lov e It!®

Introducing The Catholic Children’s Bible
from Saint Mary’s Press!

It’s the first-ever complete children’s Bible that not only inspires, but
empowers children to read, live, and love the Word of God. The
stories of our Catholic faith come alive with vivid, awe-inspiring
artwork, larger text, and many more design features that not only
enhance comprehension but create enjoyment as well.

ORDER TODAY!

www.smp.org

800-533-8095

800-344-9225

AA I Can Read It!

Intentional design elements such as fonts built for early readers,
increased line spacing, bold vocabulary words, colorized text,
minimal hyphenation, and simple column dividers help make this
a Bible children can read on their own.

AA I Can Find It!

Unique navigational features such as colorized tabs, large chapter
and verse numbers, full Scripture references, and clear and concise
story titles, are all designed specifically to help children easily
locate passages and stories.

AA I Can Understand It!

Young children will be able to understand and relate to God’s
Word through the Understand It!, Live It! and Tell It! sections, bold
vocabulary words and easy-to-understand definitions, the realistic
artwork and borders, the introductions to the Old and New
Testaments, and the many pictures, maps, and time lines that are
included throughout the Bible.

The Catholic Children’s Bible
Good News Translation
ISBN 978-1-59982-177-1 • $27.95 • #4139 • paper
ISBN 978-1-59982-178-8 • $35.95 • #4140 • hardcover
Activity Booklet
ISBN 978-1-59982-181-8 • $29.95 • #4350 • spiral
Leader Guide
ISBN 978-1-59982-042-2 • $34.95 • #4211 • spiral

Children will know and understand
God’s saving plan revealed through
125 featured-story spreads
highlighting key Bible passages

Clear and concise story
titles enable children to
quickly and easily identify the
main idea of the story
Scripture references
guide young readers to the
complete Bible passage
Leaf navigation appears in both
the featured story and where the
full Scripture passages appear
in the Bible, which enables
children to navigate between
the two elements easily
Bold vocabulary words help
improve young readers’ skills by
providing easy-to-understand
definitions for the more
difficult words in the story
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Vibrant illustrations and borders immediately
engage children and allow them to “dive into”
Scripture and become immersed in the stories
Understand It! enables children to
comprehend central themes by using childfriendly backgrounds and commentary
Live It! encourages children to apply
the meaning of each story to their lives
through engaging activities and prayers
Key words are outlined to help
children who have difficulty
reading colored text, so they
can identify those words as
important and different
Tell It! frames help
children to retain and
comprehend the passage
by having them retell the
story in their own words

Bold, colorized headers at the top of each
page help children to navigate through
the Bible on their own

Easy-to-find chapter and verse
numbers enable children to easily
find specific passages and stories

Leaf navigation encourages children to
navigate between the featured story
and the full Scripture passage

Minimal hyphenation was used
within the Scripture passages to
enable young children to read
full Scripture passages easily

Color-coordinated
Bible section images
appear at the bottom
of each page to further
support children
as they navigate
through the Bible
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Paragraphs are written in
smaller “chunks” to make
reading difficult Scripture
passages easier for young
children

Color-coordinated
Bible sections and tabs
empower early readers
to navigate through the
Bible quickly and easily

The title of each Book of the Bible
is spelled out completely, with no
abbreviations, to enable young
readers to find specific Books easily

Children can easily read this Bible
on their own because the fonts used
are larger in size and specifically
designed for early readers

Simple column dividers help “train” a
child’s eye so they can quickly learn
to read a two-column format

Color-coordinated Bible
sections and tabs enable
children to easily find
specific passages and
stories

Learning tools such
as The Bible Is Like A
Bookshelf help to explain
the structure of the Bible
in a way that even the
youngest readers can
understand
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The introductions to both the Old
and New Testaments explain in
an easy-to-understand way the
organization and background
of each section

A fun and simple, one-page
introduction precedes each book
of the Bible. This page explains
the central theme of the book
to help young readers more
thoroughly understand the
passages in the Bible. It then
highlights the featured stories
that appear within the book.

A biblical time line
enables children to
visually comprehend
when major events take
place throughout the Bible

Biblical maps empower
children with a deeper
understanding of
Scripture by explaining
where certain events
took place throughout
Biblical times
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Two additional sections,
Catholic Prayers and
Catholic Practices,
familiarize young
children with traditions
that are deeply ingrained
in their Catholic faith

Bible Passages for Special Times
connects children to various passages
throughout Scripture that they can
relate to when they feel sad, afraid, or
even when they are happy or thankful

The Catholic Children’s Bible Leader Guide is the perfect tool to help
lead young children to a deeper understanding of Scripture

AA Fun and engaging prayers
and activities for major
feasts and seasons of
the liturgical year are
provided to familiarize
young children with
the traditions of their
Catholic faith
AA Class room exercises and
reproducible handouts are
provided to help children
learn how to navigate
The Catholic Children’s
Bible using its unique
color coding
AA Simple strategies are given
for bringing Scripture
home to families and
incorporating messages
into daily life
AA A correlation of featured
stories to help children
as they prepare for
Sacraments
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The Catholic Children’s Bible Activity Booklet introduces children
to Scripture, reinforces the Scripture message, and helps
children incorporate that message into their everyday lives.

AA The activities in this booklet
are designed to be used with
The Catholic Children’s Bible
and encourage the children to
look up and read the Scripture
passage to complete the
activity and to help create
a life long passion for
Scripture
AA Focusing on the 40 featured
stories in The Catholic
Children’s Bible, the Activity
Booklet offers two levels of
activities for each story: Level
One for younger children and
Level Two for older children.
This enables teachers and
catechists to have greater
flexibility in creating lesson
plans.
AA Each activity page offers a
special feature called “Seek
and Find,” which poses a
search question to help
engage children in the Bible
and to springboard into
further discussion about the
Scripture story

The Most L ved Stories of the
Bible Come to Life in an App!

Forty of the most-loved Bible stories come to life through vibrant images,
dynamic animation, realistic sounds, and engaging interactivity. Children will
be empowered to read, live, and love the Word of God in a whole new way!
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AA Young readers will be drawn in

as they experience the sights
and sounds of each Bible story

AA Children will find themselves
exploring key Biblical themes

through a variety of features
designed just for them
AA Lively games and puzzles will
encourage children to discover
multiple ways to engage with
the Bible
AA Font size and audio speed

can be adjusted and sound
can be turned on and off to

customize the app according
to a learner’s individual needs

AA Read It! enables children to
listen to and read the Bible
story at their own pace. Even

the youngest readers will
be able to follow along and
understand.

AA Children can touch bold

vocabulary words in order to
hear an easy-to-understand
definition of the more
challenging words

Open App Store to buy
and download this app.

Search for: Catholic
Children’s Bible

*This app is designed for the iPad.

AA Understand It!
enables children to
comprehend central
themes by engaging

them in discussions
about the stories

AA Children will love
the backgrounds
and commentary

because they are
designed specifically
for young readers

AA Live It! provides engaging

activities such as poems,
prayers, trivia, fill in the
blanks, and word jumbles to

help reinforce the main focus
of the story
AA The activities are designed
to be fun and help children
recall the key points of the
Scripture passage
AA Children receive immediate

feedback as they’re
completing the activities,
which encourages and

motivates them to continue
learning
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AA Tell It! gives the children

an opportunity to move
pictures into the correct
order, allowing them to
recall the sequence of
the story

AA The activity provides an

easy way for children to
practice retelling the

story in their own words

Engaging and fun activities
such as puzzles, word
games, and storytelling
activities keep children
entertained and inspire
them to learn more about

each passage

Open App Store to buy
and download this app.

Search for: Catholic
Children’s Bible

*This app is designed for the iPad.
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Visit www.smp.org for hundreds of titles you’ll love!

